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The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in a virtual meeting and will be broadcast on
www.scottishparliament.tv.

1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether to
take item 3 in private.

2. Consideration of continued petitions: The  Committee  will  consider  the
following continued petitions—

PE1723: Essential tremor treatment in Scotland;
PE1812: Protect Scotland's remaining ancient, native and semi-native
woodlands and woodland floors;
PE1838: Regulation of non-statutory child advocacy services;
PE1842: Regulate the professional dog walking industry;
PE1843: Review the Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in
Scotland;
PE1844: Introduce an external regulatory complaints body for NHS
boards;
PE1845: Agency to advocate for the healthcare needs of rural Scotland;
and
PE1848: Allow snooker and pool venues to open in more tiers.

3. Legacy paper (in private): The Committee will consider a draft legacy paper.

4. Annual report (in private): The Committee will consider a draft annual report
for the parliamentary year from 12 May 2020 to 24 March 2021.
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Room T3.60  The Scottish Parliament  Edinburgh
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Public Petitions Committee 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5)  

Wednesday 10 March 2021 

PE1723: Essential tremor treatment in Scotland 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Mary Ramsay 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
raise awareness of essential tremor and to support the introduction 
and use of a focus ultrasound scanner for treating people in Scotland 
who have this condition. 

Webpage parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/focusultrasound 

Introduction 

1. This is a continued petition, last considered by the Committee on 16 December
2020. At that meeting, the Committee took evidence from Professor Dipankar
Nandi, Consultant Neurosurgeon & Head of Department, Charing Cross
Hospital & St Mary's Hospital, and Professor, Imperial College London.

2. Following the evidence session the Committee agreed to write to the Cabinet
Secretary for Health and Sport and NHS Tayside.

3. Submissions have now been received from the Cabinet Secretary and NHS
Tayside. The petitioner was invited to respond to the Cabinet Secretary’s
submission but has not done so to date.

4. The Committee is invited to consider its next steps.

Committee Consideration 

NHS Tayside submission 

5. NHS Tayside advises it has achieved its fundraising target for acquiring the
MRgFUS equipment. It is hopeful the system will be ready to treat the first
patients in Scotland in 2021. The exact timeframe for this is subject to
necessary installation, training and clinical governance approvals.

6. The submission highlights NHS England published a comprehensive review of
MRgFUS for treatment of Essential Tremor in November 2020 which resulted in
the approval of this treatment as part of routine NHS care in England from April
2021.

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/focusultrasound
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7. NHS Tayside states:

“We would welcome, as would patients in Scotland with Essential Tremor,
clarification from NHS Scotland as to whether or not they will adopt the same 
policy in order to allow equity of access. Equally, in the event that they do not 
wish to align their position to that of NHS England, the reasons for this need 
to be justified, as it is likely that this will lead to delays in accessing this 
treatment for Scottish patients”. 

Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport submission 

8. The Committee wrote to the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport asking for
confirmation of whether the Scottish Government’s decision on funding
MRgFUS would be reviewed following NHS England’s decision to fund the
procedure.

9. The Cabinet Secretary confirms that NHS Scotland National Services Division
are continuing to engage with clinicians in Dundee and commissioning
colleagues in England to assess how this treatment might be made available to
Scottish patients. However, in light of Covid-19, new applications through
National Specialist Services Committee (NSSC) are paused.

10. The submission notes that when the original application for designation for a
MRgFUS service was put to NSSC, it advised there was a lack of evidence on
the proven effectiveness of the treatment and further research was required in
order to approve the application for stage 2.

11. The Cabinet Secretary states:

“I appreciate further evidence has emerged since this time and forms part of
NHS England’s national clinical position. However it was noted at that point 
that providing a small service is not wholly dependent on National Designation 
through the National Specialist Services Committee”. 

12. The submission advises clinicians in Dundee have charitable funding in place
to begin initially treating 1 patient on a trial basis for 6 months. The Cabinet
Secretary highlights this will, along with the evidence from the NHS England
clinical position “contribute to further advancing the evidence base on MRgFUS
effectiveness for treating essential tremor and all of this will be looked at as part
of a fresh application to NSSC when it is possible”.

Action 

13. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options
include—

• To close the petition under Rule 15.7 of Standing Orders on the basis that:

o NHS Tayside has achieved its fundraising target for acquiring the
MRgFUS equipment and has charitable funding in place to begin
initially treating 1 patient on a trial basis for 6 months;
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o NHS Scotland National Services Division are engaging with clinicians
in Dundee and commissioning colleagues in England to assess how
this treatment might be made available to Scottish patients, and this
work will continue once National Specialist Services Committee
(NSSC) reopen for new applications;

• To continue this petition and include it in its legacy paper for its successor
Committee, along with a suggestion to seek an update from the Cabinet
Secretary for Health and Sport on the Scottish Government’s plans to make
an  application to the National Specialist Services Committee for a MRgFUS
service;

• To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate.

Clerk to the Committee 

Annexe 

The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting-  

• PE1723/L: NHS Tayside submission of 18 December 2020 (9KB pdf)
• PE1723/M: Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport submission of 11 February

2021 (91KB pdf)

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage.  

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202020/PE1723_L.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/20210211_CabSec_sub.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/20210211_CabSec_sub.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/focusultrasound
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Public Petitions Committee 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5)  

Wednesday 10 March 2021 

PE1812: Protect Scotland's remaining ancient, native and semi-native 
woodlands and woodland floors 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Audrey Baird and Fiona Baker on behalf of Help Trees Help Us 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
deliver world-leading legislation giving Scotland's remaining fragments 
of ancient, native and semi-native woodlands and woodland floors full 
legal protection before COP 26 (UN Climate Change Conference of the 
Parties) in Glasgow in November 2021.   

Webpage parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/ancientwoodlands 

Introduction 

1. This is a continued petition, last considered by the Committee on 27 January 
2021. At that meeting, the Committee agreed to write to the Scottish 
Government. 

2. A response has been received from the Scottish Government. The Committee 
has also received a written submission from the petitioner.  

3. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take on the 
petition. 

Committee consideration 

4. Following consideration of submissions received from Nature Scot, Scottish Land 
and Estates, Woodland Trust and the petitioner at its meeting on 27 January 
2021, the Committee agreed to ask the Scottish Government to respond to the 
following points raised in the submissions— 

• Did the Scottish Government meet the Scottish Biodiversity Strategy target 
which requires 60% of native woodland to be in satisfactory condition by 
2020; 

• NatureScot stated that natural woodland is poorly protected against 
persistent damage and novel threats especially related to climate change. 
What action is the Scottish Government taking to address this? 

• Could the Native Woodland Survey of Scotland be used to more 
accurately map woodland? 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/ancientwoodlands
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• The inclusion of the protection of woodland in the forthcoming National
Planning Framework 4, as suggested by John Muir Trust and Heads of
Planning Scotland; and

• The opportunity presented by Brexit to increase the protection of ancient
woodlands in line with the action taken by the EU and whether existing
legislation could be improved in the context of Brexit related work, as
raised by the Strathclyde Centre for Environmental Law and Governance.

5. In response to these questions, the Scottish Government explains that the two
Scottish Biodiversity Strategy targets that relate to native woodland condition are
to:

• increase the amount of native woodland in good condition (upwards from
46% as identified by the Native Woodland Survey of Scotland); and

• Restore approximately 10,000 hectares of native woodland into satisfactory
condition in partnership with private woodland owners through Deer
Management Plans.

6. The submission confirms in relation to the first target, the proportion of
Scotland's protected woodland sites in favourable or recovering condition at 31
March 2020 was 64.3%. It explains that this was achieved through the
Delivering Favourable Condition Partnership, led by NatureScot in collaboration
with Scottish Forestry.

7. In relation to the second target, restoration of native woodlands delivered
through the Deer Management Group assessment process has not yet been
quantified.

8. The Scottish Government has commissioned a review of deer management in
Scotland by the independent Deer Working Group. The review, which was
published on 29 January 2020, made a number of recommendations. The
Scottish Government advises it is giving careful consideration to its findings
before publishing a response.

9. The Scottish Government also explains that Scottish Forestry makes full use of
the Native Woodland Survey of Scotland data in conjunction with Site Condition
Monitoring data collected by NatureScot for Protected Areas. This helps the
Scottish Government to determine the condition of woodland features and
identify those that require improvement through both invasive non-native plant
control and reducing deer browsing impacts.

10. On the possible inclusion of protection of woodland in the forthcoming National
Planning Framework (NPF4), the Scottish Government advises that it recently
published the NFP4 Position Statement. The Scottish Government explains that
this statement details the key areas that it is seeking to address in the
framework. It further explains that the Scottish Government will ensure that the
approach to planning supports Scotland’s role in responding to the loss of
biodiversity and climate change.
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11. In terms of legislation, the Scottish Government Statement of Intent on 
biodiversity explains that Scottish Ministers have committed to maintaining or 
exceeding EU environmental standards where appropriate and practicable to 
do so. This will be achieved through the Scottish Government’s Environment 
Strategy Vision and Outcomes, and in legislation through the Continuity Bill.  

12. The submission highlights that the UK Withdrawal from the European Union 
(Continuity) (Scotland) Act 2021 provides for Scots law to keep aligned with EU 
law and explicitly states that one of the key purposes of the power is to 
maintain or advance standards in relation to environmental protection.  

13. The Scottish Government states that the Continuity Act ‘upholds the core 
guiding principles on the environment, and maintains environmental 
governance’ which is achieved through the establishment of a new 
environmental governance body, Environmental Standards Scotland. The 
Scottish Government advises that a draft policy statement, regarding the use of 
the discretionary power to align with EU law, will be brought forward for 
consultation early in the new Parliamentary session. 

14. The submission explains the Scottish Government’s intention is to produce a 
new Scottish Biodiversity Strategy no later than 12 months after the Convention 
on Biological Diversity’s 15th Conference of Parties (CoP15). The new strategy 
will stand alone, replacing both the 2004 strategy and the 2020 Challenge and 
will reflect the goals to be agreed at CoP15. 

15. The Scottish Government concludes by highlighting further work it intends to 
carry out with stakeholders in the public, private and third party sectors to 
continue to enhance current biodiversity improvements. It also intends to 
increase the area protected for nature in Scotland to at least 30% of land area 
by 2030. 

16. In their written submission, the petitioners raise concerns that the Scottish 
Government’s response is a “catalogue of failure barely disguised by 
‘statements of intention’ on meaningful action to protect native woodland and 
stem biodiversity loss in the future”. 

17. The petitioners highlight that most of their petition objectives have been 
ignored. They highlight that the Scottish Government has not even agreed to  
take action to update legislation that is no longer fit for purpose, which would 
help to protect “iconic national treasures like ancient bluebell words”.  

18. The submission goes on to highlight that: 

NatureScot has already stated in its submission ‘….at present most of 
designated woodlands (more than 50%) are in unfavourable and declining 
condition – the precursor to eventual loss….The status of designated 
woodlands, and their priority for intervention and incentives is important, but 
has not been sufficient to prevent the decline and loss described – and that 
decline and loss is very likely to be worse in non-designated natural 
woodlands.’   

https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-biodiversity-strategy-post-2020-statement-intent/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-biodiversity-strategy-post-2020-statement-intent/
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19. The submission also raises concerns that the Scottish Government’s focus
appears to be on blaming other species for the catastrophic decline in
biodiverse habitats. The submission highlights that the Deer Management
Group work has not yet quantified impact / improvement to native woodlands
and it is unknown if the 10,000-hectare target has been met.

20. The submission concludes by stating that the Scottish Biodiversity Strategy
Post-2020 Statement of Intention sounds ‘great’ but highlights concerns that
global governments last year missed every single biodiversity target set 10
years ago. The petitioner believes the target to keep global warming to 1.5
degrees will not be achieved. The petitioner also highlights that the Covid-19
pandemic has shown that legislation can be passed quickly in an emergency
and therefore questions why this cannot be achieved for climate change and
biodiversity issues.

Action 

21. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options
include—

• To close the petition under Rule 15.7 of Standing Orders on the basis
that the Scottish Government is actively considering how it can best
meet and exceed climate change and biodiversity targets.

• To continue this petition and include it in its legacy paper for its
successor Committee. In doing so, the Committee could suggest that
the Committee seek an update from the Scottish Government on its
response to the independent Deer Working Group, any progress that
has been made to develop its new biodiversity strategy and further
information on any legislation it intends to bring forward relevant to the
issues raised by the petition.

• To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate.

Clerk to the Committee 

Annexe 

The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting-  

• PE1812/Q: Scottish Government submission of 1 March 2021 (132KB pdf)
• PE1812/R: Petitioner submission of 4 March 2021 (118KB pdf)

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage. 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/1812_Q.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1812_R.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/ancientwoodlands
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Public Petitions Committee 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5)  

Wednesday 10 March 2021 

PE1838: Regulation of non-statutory child advocacy services 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Martin Baker and Katherine Bailey 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
ensure that non-statutory child advocacy services are properly 
regulated to ensure competence, transparency and accountability. 

Webpage parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE1838 

Introduction 

1. This is a continued petition, last considered by the Committee on 13 January
2021. At that meeting, the Committee agreed to write to the Minister for
Community Safety and key stakeholders.

2. Submissions have been received from the Minister for Community Safety,
Scottish Independence Advocacy Alliance, Who Cares? Scotland, Children 1st,
Scottish Women’s Aid, Shared Parenting Scotland, Children and Young
People’s Commissioner Scotland, ASSIST, The Court Said (Scotland) and two
from the petitioners.

3. The Committee is invited to consider its next steps.

Committee consideration 

Scottish Independence Advocacy Alliance (SIAA) submission 

4. SIAA note independent advocacy is about speaking up for, and standing
alongside individuals or groups, and not being influenced by the views of
others.

5. It advises that at present there is no formal regulatory body that oversees
independent advocacy practice in Scotland. The sector as a whole does
however have a suite of guiding documents that inform their practice, as well as
elements of accountability and transparency that provide reassurance out-with
the sector.

6. SIAA members are third sector organisations, with most registered as charities,
and therefore subject to the regulation of the Office of the Scottish Charities
Regulator (OSCR).

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01838
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7. The submission notes the majority are commissioned by statutory authorities
(Health Boards, Local Authorities and Health and Social Care Partnerships)
and some through voluntary sector grant funding (Big Lottery and Children in
Need).

8. Independent advocacy organisations that are commissioned or grant funded
are required to comply with a defined service specification, the Service Level
Agreement (SLA). The submission notes the SLA details the model of service,
the demographic and geographic parameters, the principles and standards
applied and the legislative framework within which it is required to operate. It
highlights “this will always include compliance with:

• Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007 – Each organisation
will need to have associated policies and procedures in their registration
and checking of staff in line with the Act. All individuals employed or
volunteering with independent advocacy organisations are required to join
the PVG scheme managed by Disclosure Scotland who regularly check
their suitability to continue working with children or protected adults.

• Commitment to their responsibilities in line with the National guidance for
child protection in Scotland (2014) and the Adult Support and Protection
(Scotland) Act 2007 - Operationally, this means that independent advocates
have a responsibility to report any concerns around potential harm to
children and/or adults to the appropriate statutory authority and co-operate
with any associated investigation.

• A robust complaints procedure that enables people accessing the service
(children or adults), their families or carers and other external stakeholders
with concerns about the service to raise them. The procedure should
include the specific stages of a complaint and the escalation process.”

9. SIAA highlights it has developed the Independent Advocacy Principles,
Standards and Code of Best Practice document which is key piece of guidance
for the sector in Scotland. SIAA members are required to apply the principles
and associated standards of this guiding document, as well as working towards
best practice.

Who Cares? Scotland submission 

10. Who Cares? Scotland advise independent advocacy plays a unique role in
children and young people’s lives, as the relationship is voluntary and only
focused on supporting the child or young person to express their views within
the formal process or situation they are navigating.

11. The Scottish Government has commissioned ten advocacy providers, of which
Who Cares? Scotland is one, to deliver advocacy support to children and young
people involved with the Children’s Hearings system, under Section 122 of the
Children’s Hearings (Scotland) Act 2011.

12. The submission notes that as part of this work, Who Cares? Scotland
developed The National Practice Model for Advocacy within the Children’s

https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/national-guidance-child-protection-scotland/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/national-guidance-child-protection-scotland/
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2007/10/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2007/10/contents
https://www.siaa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SIAA-Principles-Final-2nd-print-run-with-ISBN.pdf
https://www.siaa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/SIAA-Principles-Final-2nd-print-run-with-ISBN.pdf
https://www.gov.scot/publications/advocacy-childrens-hearings-system-national-practice-model-guidance/pages/1/
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Hearings System in partnership with care experienced children, young people 
and adults, the Scottish Government and other advocacy providers. 

13. Internally, Who Cares? Scotland note they provide support, guidance, and
scrutiny for all its Advocacy and Participation Workers. It advises it adopts a
diligent approach to recruitment and involves young people in the interview and
selection process of workers. All new Advocacy and Participation Workers go
through a post selection process, which necessitates references and successful
application to the Protecting Vulnerable Groups scheme (PVG). It highlights it
does not use unpaid or volunteer advocacy workers.

14. In closing, the submission states:

“If there is to be further discussion on the regulation of child advocacy
services, we would welcome a progressive and inclusive exploration of this 
issue. There are many stakeholders who should contribute to this discussion 
and there are potentially some unintended consequences of regulation which 
could materially impact on the core principle of the independence of 
advocacy.” 

Children 1st submission 

15. The submission advises that Children 1st does not currently provide formal
advocacy services to the children and families that it works alongside. Its
services are family support services, though this often does include supporting
children and families who are part of civil and criminal court proceedings and
Children‘s Hearing processes.

16. Children 1st notes it strongly supported the inclusion of provision for a child
advocacy service for children experiencing the civil courts throughout the
passage of the Children (Scotland) Act 2020. It is therefore pleased that the
Children (Scotland) Act 2020 now contains a duty to ensure availability of child
advocacy services‘ in addition to the Scottish Government commitment to
undertake further scoping work in relation to child support workers. It
understands this work will include a review of the vast number of different
professionals that can sometimes be involved in a child‘s life.

17. As part of the new duty, Ministers have the flexibility to make “such provision as
they consider necessary and sufficient to ensure that all children concerned in
relevant proceedings have access to appropriate child advocacy services”.
Children 1st advises it firmly believes that this “should include consideration of
a framework of quality and accountability, that includes training, supervision
and regulatory requirements for advocacy workers”.

18. Children 1st currently operates the national Safeguarders Panel on behalf of
the Scottish Government. The submission notes a belief that this programme of
modernisation has improved quality and ensured greater system alignment.

19. Children 1st believe that as with Safeguarders and Child Welfare Reporters,
more standardised processes relating to advocates would raise standards of
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practice and uphold children‘s rights by providing consistency in training and 
support to ensure that the child remains the focus. 

20. The submission states that while the issue raised in the petition is important to
consider, Children 1st have significant concerns about the framing of the
petition. It strongly refutes the suggestion that “child advocacy services
approach their work from inherently prejudiced assumptions.”

21. Children 1st note it supports the suggestion that “as part of discussions about
how children should be supported to share their views with the court, it would
be helpful to consider the regulation and accountability of child advocacy
workers, in a similar manner as Child Welfare Reporters.”

Scottish Women’s Aid (SWA) submission 

22. The submission notes SWA believes it is of pivotal importance for children and
young people to be able to share their views on the matters that affect them,
and it welcomes provisions made in the Children (Scotland) Act 2020 to enable
this.

23. It advises the provision regarding child advocacy services is particularly
welcome, as this is something that children and young people, particularly
those who have experienced domestic abuse, have consistently highlighted the
need for.

24. SWA welcome discussions on whether regulatory mechanisms, such as those
outlined in the Children (Scotland) Act 2020 for child welfare reporters, could
apply to child advocacy services.

25. The submission states SWA “believe the content of this petition attacks several
fundamental principles of the advocacy CYP are seeking.” It advises “facilitating
children’s meaningful participation may result in views being relayed that are
difficult or surprising for other parties to hear. This does not mean that these
views are a result of organisational involvement.”

26. The submission highlights the petition noting that child advocacy services ‘may
facilitate manipulation of one parent against the other. At worst they may be
complicit in coercive control as set out in the Domestic Abuse (Scotland) Act
2018’. SWA advise there is no evidence that its services, or those provided by
sister organisations such as Children 1st, are complicit in coercive control.

27. In closing, SWA state:

“we welcome discussion on the regulation of child advocacy services to
ensure they are the best they can be for children and young people in 
Scotland: a discussion that seeks to implement children’s participation rights, 
not curtail them.” 

Children and Young People’s Commissioner Scotland (CYPCS) submission 

28. The CYCPS advises the operation of non-statutory child advocacy services
engages several children’s human rights issues, as set out in the United
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Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), the European 
Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) and other relevant international human 
rights treaties. In particular, it engages the following UNCRC rights:  

• Art. 3 – best interests to be a primary consideration in all decisions.
• Art. 9 – to contact with parents from whom they are separated.
• Art. 12 –to be heard in judicial and administrating proceedings.
• Art. 16 –to privacy and family.
• Art. 19 – protection from violence.
• Art. 40 – to a fair trial.

29. It notes this issue also engages the ECHR, incorporated into Scots law via the
Human Rights Act 1998 and the Scotland Act 1998 and child advocacy, its
purpose, and guidance for child advocacy services are contained in several key
domestic laws, policies, and frameworks.

30. The submission highlights that in some cases, advocacy services are provided
on a statutory basis, for example a national advocacy service has been
established by the Children’s Hearings (Scotland) Act 2011 (Children’s
Advocacy Services) Regulations 2020.

31. CYPCS state:

“Given the increased prominence given to advocacy in the 2020 Act, we
believe that there is benefit in exploring the potential for the consistency and 
quality of children’s advocacy services to be improved through some form of 
registration.” 

32. It advises if standards to regulate child advocacy services were to be
introduced, they should not be excessive nor result in any significant impact on
the availability of provision.

ASSIST submission 

33. ASSIST highlight that the development of child advocacy has proven to be
beneficial to child victims in their reduction of trauma during the Criminal Justice
process. It states that empirical literature has revealed that advocacy is needed
throughout all stages of intervention and the experience of a child can be
validating, instead of harmful.

34. It notes it supports the development of guidance and mechanisms to ensure
that non-statutory child advocacy services are competent, transparent and
accountable. However, it points to the fact that the Scottish Government
Children and Family Directorate currently provides such guidance.

Shared Parenting Scotland (SPS) submission 

35. SPS advises it supports the petitioners in drawing attention to the
“extraordinary and unacceptable situation in which an adult whose identity,
qualifications and PVG status are not known may be spending time alone with
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children as young as 4 years old over many months without the knowledge or 
permission of one of the child’s parents or any form of due process.” 

36. SPS notes it has a number of clients who have discovered that their children 
have been spending time with such a worker but found their attempts to engage 
or even find out basic information rebuffed. 

37. It highlights that it would be “perverse” not to take the opportunity to bring non-
statutory child advocacy services into transparency, oversight and 
accountability at a time when the system of regulating and supervising the 
activities of child welfare reporters is underway. 

The Court Said (Scotland) submission 

38. The submission advises that it agrees generally that there must be more 
regulation and accountability in the system. It supports the Government’s 
“progressive legislation which will help give children a voice in family court 
proceedings and advance their human rights”. 

39. It highlights research published in Scotland in 2020 by the University of 
Edinburgh, Manipulation and Domestic Abuse in Contested Contact – Threats 
to Children's Participation Rights, which details how children’s participation 
rights are adversely affected when domestic abuse victims face accusations of 
‘manipulation’.  

40. The submission notes non-statutory child advocates should be commended for 
the important work they do in difficult and sometimes dangerous circumstances. 
It also advises it supports the Child Advocacy Services provision in the Children 
Scotland Act 2020, which it believes will help give children a voice in family 
court proceedings. However, it states it is imperative that child advocates from 
the legal profession, like Child Welfare Reporters (CWR’s), must be regulated 
and held accountable. 

41. In closing, it states “Any regulation should provide a simple, and cost-effective 
path to justice for users of the family courts who experience misconduct”. 

Minister for Community Safety submission 

42. The Minister for Community Safety advises the establishment of any form of 
registration scheme would be likely to require primary legislation following prior 
consultation on proposals.  

43. She notes the operation of a scheme would require a register to be maintained 
which would “entail arrangements for considering applications; assessing 
applicants against set standards; and arrangements for determining whether 
persons should be removed from the register.” As such, the Minister advises 
the initial and ongoing costs involved would therefore be substantial. 

44. The submission states that “any work on this would be for the next 
administration to consider”. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340974086_Manipulation_and_Domestic_Abuse_in_Contested_Contact_-_Threats_to_Children's_Participation_Rights
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340974086_Manipulation_and_Domestic_Abuse_in_Contested_Contact_-_Threats_to_Children's_Participation_Rights
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45. The Minister reiterates that the Scottish Government has produced a public
paper which sets out the ways in which children can give their views in family
court cases and more detailed plans and timescales on the work it plans to
undertake to ensure children’s advocacy is available.

46. The submission advises the Scottish Government considers the best way to
establish such a service would be by grant funding. The revised Financial
Memorandum which has been published after stage 2 of the Children
(Scotland) Act 2020 sets out potential cost implications for awarding a grant for
child advocacy services. This has been estimated at between £4.65m and
£5.17m per year.

47. The Minister highlights that advocacy services funded under the 2020 Act
would need, as a condition of funding, to meet minimum standards in terms of
training and experience. Section 21 of the 2020 Act would only cover child
advocacy services that are provided to children to assist them in participating in
proceedings in which the court is considering making an order under section
11(1) of the 1995 Act.

48. In relation to the Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG) Scheme, the Minister
advises there is nothing in the enabling legislation, the Protection of Vulnerable
Groups (Scotland) Act 2007 (the 2007 Act) that requires scheme membership
as a condition of doing regulated work with children and / or adults as set out in
part 2 paragraph 7 of schedule 2 of the 2007 Act.

49. the Minister notes it is, however, an offence for an organisation offering
regulated work to offer that type of work to an individual who is barred, and as a
result most organisations do carry out PVG checks as part of their recruitment
practice. A barred individual seeking to do, or doing, regulated work will also be
committing an offence.

50. The submission highlights there are changes planned following the enactment
of the Disclosure (Scotland) Act 2020 in July last year. The proposed changes
to the 2007 Act will put the PVG Scheme on a compulsory footing meaning that
scheme membership will be required by an individual carrying out a regulated
role (this will replace the current ‘regulated work’) with children and / or adults.

Petitioner submissions 

51. The petitioner’s submission of 18 February 2021 responds to the stakeholder
submissions.

52. The petitioners advise they are gratified so many of the submissions support
some form of transparency and supervision of non-statutory child advocacy
services.

53. They note they wish to address several points that arise from the submission by
Scottish Women’s Aid (SWA), which are echoed in some other submissions.
They are concerned that the SWA submission seems to deny the possibility
that children's workers could become “even by accident, complicit in the
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creation of a false narrative or even false facts that might influence a child's 
understanding of his or her situation”. 

54. They also highlight the SWA statement that "We wish to remind the committee 
that domestic abuse is reported in the majority of S.11 cases”. They note this 
assertion has been repeated during Scottish Parliament debates and 
committee evidence sessions. However, a summary published as Briefing 65 
by the Edinburgh University Centre for Research on Families and Relationships 
(January 2013) it advises “almost half of contact cases before the courts 
involved allegations of domestic abuse." They highlight this misrepresentation. 

55. In relation to the Yello! group mentioned in the SWA submission, the petitioners 
note it is not their aim to question the authenticity of the experiences of these 
children or to undermine them in any way. The petitioners urge the Scottish 
Government to commission independent research that includes children who 
may have had a different experience when one parent may not have been 
acting in their best interests. 

56. The petitioners believe the dismissal of "the adult's need to know what is going 
on" should concern any democratic legislature with an interest in the right to a 
fair hearing. 

57. The petitioners submission of 2 March 2021 responds to the Minster for 
Community Safety’s submission. 

58. The petitioners are grateful for the explanation of process and encourage the 
Minister or her successor to set to work straight away, noting the current 
unregulated or self-regulated system is unsatisfactory. 

59. The petitioners clarify that their concerns run far wider than work related to 
Section 11 court cases. They are concerned children's workers are engaging 
with other agencies and professionals whether or not there is an active court 
case.  

60. This can include writing with an air of authority to GPs or social workers, or 
schools making assertions about a child's life and alleged experiences without 
the knowledge of the other parent or members of the wider family. They advise 
the resulting effect often raises suspicion and caution between those agencies 
and the other parent. 

61. The petitioners are “stunned” that there is at present no PVG requirement in 
place for such workers with very young and/or vulnerable children and it is a 
matter of choice for the parent organisation to check. 

Action 
 
62. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 

include— 
 

• To continue this petition and include it in its legacy paper for its 
successor Committee, along with a suggestion to write to the relevant 
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Minister to ask whether they will undertake the work necessary to 
introduce legislation to regulate non-statutory child advocacy services; 

• To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate.

Clerk to the Committee 

Annexe 

The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting—   

• PE1838/C: The Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance submission of 27
January 2021 (130KB pdf)

• PE1838/D: Who Cares? Scotland submission of 2 February 2021 (75KB pdf)
• PE1838/E: Children 1st submission of 2 February 2021 (158KB pdf)
• PE1838/F: Scottish Women's Aid submission of 2 February 2021 (247KB pdf)
• PE1838/G: Shared Parenting Scotland submission of 3 February 2021

(157KB pdf)
• PE1838/H: Children and Young People’s Commissioner Scotland submission

of 3 February 2021 (95KB pdf)
• PE1838/I: ASSIST submission of 5 February 2021 (82KB pdf)
• PE1838/J: The Court Said (Scotland) submission of 15 February 2021 (68KB

pdf)
• PE1838/K: Petitioner submission of 18 February 2021 (66KB pdf)
• PE1838/L: Minister for Community Safety submission of 18 February 2021

(74 KB pdf)
• PE1838/M: Petitioner submission of 2 March 2021 (11KB pdf)

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage. 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_C(1).pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_C(1).pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_D.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_E.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_F(1).pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_G.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_G.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_H.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_H.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_I.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_J.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_J.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_K.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_L.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_L.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1838_M.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01838
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Public Petitions Committee 
 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5)  
 

Wednesday 10 March 2021 

PE1842: Regulate the professional dog walking industry 

 
Note by the Clerk 

 
Petitioner Valerie Deerin-Morris 

  
Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
regulate and licence the professional dog walking industry. 

Webpage www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/dogwalkinglicence 

  
  
Introduction 
 
1. This is a continued petition, last considered by the Committee on 13 January 

2021. At that meeting, the Committee agreed to write to the Minister for Rural 
Affairs and the Natural Environment.  
 

2. A response has been received from the Minister. The petitioner was invited to 
comment on this submission but nothing has been received to date.  
 

3. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. 
 

Committee consideration  
 

4. At its meeting on 13 January, the Committee agreed to write to the Minister for 
Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment to request further information 
regarding timescales for the Scottish Government’s plan to extend licensing 
legislation for animal sanctuaries and rehoming, dog, cat and rabbit breeders and 
pet sales to other areas of animal-related activity including dog walking and 
training. The Committee also asked whether, in recognition of the issues raised 
by this petition, this could include the professional dog walking industry.  

 
5. The Minister’s response explains that the Animal Welfare (Licensing of Activities 

Involving Animals) (Scotland) Regulations 2021 were laid in draft under 
affirmative procedure on 23 December 2020. The Committee may wish to note 
that since the written submission was received, the regulations were approved by 
Parliament on 10 February 2021. 

 
6. The Minister explains that the regulations are intended to replace outdated 

legislation on dog breeding and pet sales, and to introduce a new licensing 
requirement for cat and rabbit breeding as well as for animal rescue centres and 
rehoming activities. 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/dogwalkinglicence
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7. The submission explains the intention of these regulations is to provide a 

framework for a modern risk-based licensing system which could be extended to 
activities such as dog walking in the future. The Minister explains that as yet, 
there is not a timetable for when additional licensing provisions may be put 
forward to Parliament. 
 

8. The Scottish Government’s submission of 26 November 2020 explained that 
professional dog walking, dog minding and other associated services are not 
currently governed explicitly by animal welfare legislation. The welfare of dogs 
subject to these services is, however, protected by the general requirements of 
the Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006. 

 
 
Action 
 
9. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 

include— 
 

• To close the petition under Rule 15.7 of Standing Orders on the basis 
that— 
 

o the welfare of dogs, subject to dog walking services is currently 
protected by the general requirements of the Animal Health and 
Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006: and 

 
o the Animal Welfare (Licensing of Activities Involving Animals) 

(Scotland) Regulations 2021 provides a framework for extending 
licensing activities to dog walking in the future. 

 
• To take any other action members consider appropriate. 

 
Clerk to the Committee 

 

Annexe  

The following submission was circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting— 

• PE1842/B: Minister for Rural Affairs and the Natural Environment submission 
of 26 January (56KB pdf)  

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage.  

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202020/PE1842_A.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1842_B.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1842_B.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/dogwalkinglicence
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Public Petitions Committee 
 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5)  
 

Wednesday 10 March 2021 
 

PE1843: Review the Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in 
Scotland 

 
Note by the Clerk 

 
Petitioner Ewen Cameron 

  
Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
review and consider revision of the governance, accountability and 
integrity of the Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in 
Scotland (CESPLS), and ensure it adheres to the 7 principles of public 
life as stipulated in the "Nolan principles": Selflessness, Integrity, 
Objectivity, Accountability, Openness, Honesty, Leadership. 

Webpage parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE1843 

  
  
Introduction 
 
1. This is a continued petition, last considered by the Committee on 13 January 

2021. At that meeting the Committee agreed to write to Scottish Parliamentary 
Corporate Body (SPCB). 

2. Submissions have now been received from the Scottish Parliament Presiding 
Officer on behalf of the SPCB and the petitioner. 

 
3. The Committee is invited to consider its next steps. 

Committee consideration 

Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body (SPCB) submission 

4. The Presiding Officer provides background in relation to the office of the 
Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland. He notes the 
post was established on 1 July 2013, subsuming the role of the previous 
Commissioner for Public Standards and Public Appointments in Scotland. 
 

5. The current Commissioner, Caroline Anderson, was appointed on 1 April 2019, 
and the Presiding Officer advises her role as an independent officeholder is to: 

 
• investigate complaints about the conduct of Members of the Scottish 

Parliament (MSPs), local authority councillors and members of public 
bodies and about non-compliance with the lobbying regime; and  
 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01843
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• regulate how people are appointed to the boards of public bodies in 
Scotland.  

 
6. The submission highlights the Commissioner reports her findings in relation to 

an MSP and to lobbyists, to the Standards, Procedures and Public 
Appointments Committee of the Scottish Parliament. Her findings in respect of 
a local authority councillor are reported to the Standards Commission for 
Scotland as with her findings in relation to a member of a public body.  
 

7. Where it appears to the Commissioner that the Code of Practice for Ministerial 
Appointments to Public Bodies in Scotland has not been complied with in a 
material regard, the submission advises this is reported to the Standards, 
Procedures and Public Appointments Committee. 

 
8. The Presiding Officer details that the Commissioner is appointed by the SPCB 

with the agreement of the Parliament and the SPCB provides funding for that 
office. The Commissioner is required to submit annually to the Parliament, a 
general report on the activities of her office. They must also, in respect of each  
four year period, lay before the Parliament, a strategic plan setting out how she 
proposes to perform the Commissioner’s functions during that time.  

 
9. The submission advises that the Commissioner is not subject to the direction or 

control of any member of the Parliament, any member of the Scottish 
Government, or the SPCB. This is a statutory provision to protect her 
independence. 

 
10. Noting that the petitioners complaint goes back to 2011, the submission 

advises that since then there have been two Commissioners in post and that 
the current Commissioner undertook a strategic review in 2019 to increase the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the office.  

 
11. Given the independence of the Commissioner and the statutory governance 

arrangements that are in place, the submission states: 
 
“we have no plans to ask the Scottish Government to undertake a review as 
requested by the petitioner, at this time.” 
 

Petitioner submission 
 
12. The petitioner notes his belief that the Presiding Officer has passed up an 

opportunity to examine and learn from past issues and inequities as highlighted 
in his petition. 
 

13. He advises there is no mechanism by which misbehaviour or possible 
corruption can be brought directly to the attention of an independent observer. 

 
14. The petitioner states that strategic plan(s), a general report and statutory 

governance arrangements do not deal with the issues highlighted by him, in 
particular, the non-accountability of senior management. 
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Action 
 
15. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 

include— 
 

• To close the petition under Rule 15.7 of Standing Orders on the basis that: 
 

o the Commissioner is not subject to the direction or control of any 
member of the Parliament, the Scottish Government, or the SPCB - 
a statutory provision to protect her independence; 
 

o there are procedures in place for the Commissioner to submit to 
Parliament an annual general report on the activities of her office 
and a strategic plan every four years; 

 
o the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body has no plans to ask the 

Scottish Government to review the role of the Commissioner for 
Ethical Standards in Public Life in Scotland. 
 

 
• To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate. 

 
 

Clerk to the Committee 
 

 

Annexe  

The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting—   

• PE1843/B: Presiding Officer submission of 28 January 2021 (59KB pdf) 
• PE1843/C: Petitioner submission of 12 February 2021 (37KB pdf) 

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage. 

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1843_B.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1843_C.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01843
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Public Petitions Committee 
 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5)  
 

Wednesday 10 March 2021 
 

PE1844: Introduce an external regulatory complaints body for NHS boards 
 

Note by the Clerk 
 

Petitioner Jennifer Greenhorn 
  

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to 
introduce an external regulatory complaints body to improve 
complaints procedures within NHS boards. 

Webpage parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE1844 

  
  
Introduction 
 
1. This is a continued petition, last considered by the Committee on 13 January 

2021. At that meeting the Committee agreed to write to the Scottish Public 
Services Ombudsman (SPSO), Healthcare Improvement Scotland (HIS), Care 
Opinion and Patient Advice and Support Service (PASS). 

 
2. Submissions have been received from the SPSO, HIS, PASS and the 

petitioner. 
 

3. The Committee is invited to consider its next steps. 

Committee consideration 

Healthcare Improvement Scotland (HIS) submission 

4. HIS advises its purpose is to enable the people of Scotland to experience the 
best quality of health and social care. It highlights it does not have a remit to 
investigate individual complaints from members of the public about care and 
services received from NHS boards. However, it does use a wide range of data 
and intelligence, including complaints and feedback data, to inform its work, for 
example, inspections and reviews. 

5. HIS notes it does not routinely review the handling of individual adverse events 
but does receive notifications from Boards when they commission a Significant 
Adverse Event Review for a category I adverse event. It highlights its report: 
Learning from adverse events through review and reporting – A national 
framework for Scotland.  

6. It advises it works with NHS boards, and partners such as NHS Education for 
Scotland, to support boards to improve their approach to reviewing and learning 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01844
http://www.healthcareimprovementscotland.org/our_work/governance_and_assurance/learning_from_adverse_events.aspx
http://www.healthcareimprovementscotland.org/our_work/governance_and_assurance/learning_from_adverse_events.aspx
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from adverse events. It also receives notifications from Boards when they 
commission a Significant Adverse Event Review for a category I adverse event. 

7. It notes the SPSO provides independent investigation and reporting of NHS 
complaints, in line with its statutory functions, and as part of the wider 
complaints process for NHSScotland. On that basis, it “does not support the 
introduction of an additional complaints body for NHS complaints, as sought in 
the petition”. 

Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) submission 

8. The SPSO advises the call for a new regulator “is not one it could support”. 

9. The submission notes the SPSO already fulfils many of the functions sought as 
both an independent investigator and the Complaints Standards Authority 
(CSA). It also notes that changes to NHS oversight are already underway, with 
the commitment by the current government to introduce a Patient Safety 
Commissioner which would amplify the patient voice. 

10. It highlights the Scottish Government submission of 15 December 2020 sets 
out the current “extensive” statutory underpinning to the existing NHS 
complaints process. It advises its role ensures there is an independent 
complaints-handling body for NHS complaints. 

11. Whilst the SPSO would not describe itself as a regulator, in its CSA role, it 
advises it is not limited to making recommendations. It highlights that 
organisations must comply with model procedures and it has powers to issue 
an enforceable notice of non-compliance if procedures (including requirements 
around data collection and reporting) do not meet the standards.  

12. In individual investigations the SPSO notes it makes recommendations about 
clinical and complaint-handling matters and has powers to report failure to 
comply with recommendations directly (and publicly) to Parliament.  

13. To date, the SPSO has not used this power, having managed to achieve 
compliance with recommendations by public bodies.  

14. The submission confirms there is a single NHS procedure which organisations 
are required to follow. The process can be adapted locally (in a limited way) to 
ensure organisations take ownership of the process. 

15. The two-stage NHS procedure requires organisations to investigate complaints 
and capture and act on learning from them. The SPSO advises it is the final 
stage if there is dissatisfaction with the local response.  

16. The SPSO would not support an approach that removes that responsibility by 
moving the responsibility for initial investigations to an external regulator. It 
notes experience shows the best way to encourage and support effective 
complaint-handling is for the initial response to come from the organisation 
responsible for the service.  

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202020/PE1844_A.pdf
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17. The submission notes this does not mean there is no oversight or accountability 
within the complaints process. It highlights: 

• there is a legal requirement to signpost to SPSO and it can and do 
undertake independent investigations.  

• the SPSO has a duty to monitor complaint-handling and has a Support 
and Intervention policy setting out how it identifies trends/issues and 
provides support with proportionate intervention.  

• the Duty of Candour is a legal obligation requiring organisations to be 
open to patients and families when harm has occurred.  

• other scrutiny organisations can and do consider SPSO standards 
when undertaking systemic scrutiny of health service bodies.  

18. The SPSO notes it is currently reviewing the fitness of its legislative basis in 
light of recent European and UN-approved standards for Ombudsman. It 
advises initial indicators are that Scotland performs well against many of the 
standards. It notes it intends to pursue this in the next Parliament.  

19. One significant aspect where it highlights it is increasingly out of step with 
international practice is SPSO’s inability to investigate complaints on its own 
initiative (when no individual complaint has been received).  

20. It notes this power would improve trust in the SPSO by enabling it “to pursue 
areas where we are seeing potential systemic failings, particularly for 
vulnerable groups. Changes are also needed to improve access to SPSO as 
the final stage”.  

21. The SPSO wrote to the Convener of the Local Government and Communities 
Committee on 24 February 2021.  

22. This letter highlights that in In 2017 the SPSO submitted a business case to the 
Scottish Government which set out the changes needed to SPSO powers and 
rationale for them.  Many of the changes were possible through secondary 
legislation, but some, particularly the power to undertake Public Interest 
Investigations under its own initiative required primary legislative.  

23. The letter advised the Scottish Government were supportive of the suggested 
changes but there were delays in bringing forward primary legislation a result of 
lack of capacity and staff changes within the relevant Scottish Government 
team. 

24. The SPSO note that whilst it would have liked to have been in a position at the 
end of this session of Parliament to be confirming how it intend to apply 
legislative changes that had been made, it feel the delay may mean that there 
is now, potentially, a unique opportunity for the Scottish Parliament to reassess 
the office and consider afresh how an Ombudsman meets the challenge of the 
21st century. 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Local_Gov/General%20Documents/20210224SPSO.pdf
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The Patient Advice and Support Service (PASS) submission 

25. PASS recognises that at the initial stages, an internal NHS complaint and 
investigation can be the most effective way to identify issues, seek an apology 
and hope that learnings are absorbed by the NHS and disseminated. However, 
it also recognises that the Duty of Candour and a culture of no blame has yet to 
make significant inroads into the NHS. 

26. It advises the SPSO provides an element of external oversight and has the 
power to investigate complaints against the NHS by service users and their 
families and issue recommendations. 

27. It highlights that this option relies on the complainant having the resilience to 
take a complaint through an SPSO process that can stretch over 2-3 years, and 
therefore it is not an appropriate option for some. 

28. The submission clarifies that GPs investigate their own complaints and the 
SPSO is the only body to which people can appeal when the GP’s own 
investigation is inadequate. 

29. PASS believe it “therefore appears to be an absence of checks and balances 
for problems encountered with primary health care.” 

30. PASS notes gaps between expressions of intent and the practice in areas such 
as the Patients Charter and the Duty of Candour. It notes there is for example, 
a significant gap between the numbers of adverse events recorded by health 
boards and the very small number of cases where the threshold for applying 
the Duty of Candour is considered to have been crossed. 

31. The submission highlights there also appears to be no centralisation of the 
issues complained about through either Care Opinion or those complaints sent 
directly to health boards, although the response times are collated centrally. 

32. PASS would therefore see a value in the central collation of the complaints 
received by health boards and Care Opinion, and an independent review of 
these complaints, potentially though an extension of the remit of the Patient 
Safety Commissioner. 

33. PASS also note there appears to be no centralised dissemination of learning 
from the complaints process or Care Opinion, and it would advocate for a 
formalised process across health boards, with potential oversight by an 
independent body such as the Patient Safety Commissioner.  

Petitioner submission 

34. The petitioner is clear that she does not agree with NHS boards being 
responsible for providing information on their own complaints. She notes 
complaints are then based on biased information and limited to what the Board 
choose to share or omit. 

35. In relation to the HIS comment that it receives notifications from Boards when 
they commission a Significant Adverse Event Review for a category I adverse 
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event, the petitioner notes this is inaccurate based on personal experience. She 
advises this information is often “miss placed” or not sent, noting this is only 
pursued or highlighted to HIS by the families involved in the adverse event. 

36. The petitioner notes the SPSO submission advising it is seeking additional 
powers to investigate complaints on its own initiative. The petitioner highlights 
that if the current set up and process works correctly why would the SPSO be 
seeing areas of potential systemic failings. The petitioner believes this itself 
highlights that not only do the SPSO need further power to intervene but also 
that the system is far too open to interpretation by NHS boards investigating 
their own failings. 

37. The petitioner notes the PASS statement that the SPSO only have an element 
of external oversight is not good enough and the reason for this petition. They 
advise the SPSO can only investigate what NHS boards choses to share with 
them, which means investigations are only as good as the information provided 
to them by the perpetrators. 

38. In relation to the PASS suggestion for centrally collating complaints received by 
NHS boards the petitioner believes this seems a logical idea, but notes this is 
again fully reliant on health boards providing an accurate account of the 
complaints they have received. The petitioner does not believe that is 
acceptable and that any centralised collation of complains should be managed 
by external bodies. 

39. The petitioner closes by advising: 

“the responses highlight contradictions, biased shared information and a huge 
lack of impartially which therefore proves that an Independent External 
Complaints Regulator is most definitely required to ensure complaints are 
dealt with and corrective actions are implemented and monitored.”  

Action 
 
40. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. Options 

include— 
 
• To close the petition under Rule 15.7 of Standing Orders on the basis that: 

o the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman provides the role of an 
external independent regulatory body for the NHS; 

o the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman is seeking additional 
powers, which have been welcomed by the Scottish Government, to 
allow it to investigate complaints on its own initiative; 

o changes to NHS oversight are already underway, with the Scottish 
Government committing to introduce a Patient Safety Commissioner 
which would amplify the patient voice. 
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• In closing, write to the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport to highlight 
the issues raised in the Patient Advice and Support Service submission; 

• To take any other action the Committee considers appropriate. 
 

Clerk to the Committee 

Annexe  

The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting—   

• PE1844/D: Healthcare Improvement Scotland submission of 2 February 2021 
(40KB pdf) 

• PE1844/E: SPSO submission of 5 February 2021 (72KB pdf) 
• PE1844/F: The Patient Advice and Support Service submission of 5 February 

2021 (70KB pdf)  
• PE1844/G: Petitioner submission of 18 February 2021 (107KB pdf) 

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage. 

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1844_D.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1844_D.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1844_E.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1844_F.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1844_F.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1844_G.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01844
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Public Petitions Committee 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5) 

Wednesday, 10 March 2021 

PE1845: Agency to advocate for the healthcare needs of rural Scotland 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Gordon Baird on behalf of Galloway Community Hospital Action 
Group 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government 
to create an agency to ensure that health boards offer ‘fair’ and 
‘reasonable’ management of rural and remote healthcare issues. 

Webpage parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE1845   

 

Introduction 
1. This is a continued petition, last considered on 13 January 2021. At that meeting, 

the Committee agreed to write to the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport and 
the Scottish Rural Health Partnership.  

 
2. Written submissions have now been received from the Cabinet Secretary and the 

Scottish Rural Health Partnership. The petitioner has also provided a written 
submission. 

 
3. The Committee has also received a range of submissions in support of the 

petition. These have been provided by— 
 
• individual rural GPs; 
• Rural GP Association of Scotland;  
• Karen Murphy, on behalf of patients; 
• Professor Philip Wilson and  
• Councillor Willie Scobbie. 

  
Committee consideration  
4. In her written submission, the Cabinet Secretary states that— 

  
 “the Scottish Government aims to ensure that high quality health services, 
 with a focus on prevention, early intervention and supported self-
 management, are available to all of Scotland, including those living in remote 
 and rural locations.” 
 

5. It is the role of NHS Boards to determine and deliver the services required by 
their local populations. Boards that cover remote and rural settings are expected 
to take account of the needs of these populations in their local planning.  

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01845
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6. The Cabinet Secretary states that Health Boards’ decisions, on the provision of 
services, will be based on ensuring fair and equitable access to services 
wherever this is possible. She acknowledges, however, that “this is not without 
challenges”. 

 
7. NHS Boards are supported by Integrated Joint Boards (IJBs) to fulfil their 

functions. IJBs engage and consult with a range of stakeholders, and work with 
local communities and professionals to improve outcomes and sustainability of 
provision through service redesign. 

 
8. Furthermore, NHS Boards are supported by the National Planning Board which 

provides dedicated expertise in planning, public health and data intelligence for 
national planning of NHSScotland services. Its agenda centres around any NHS 
clinical services that can only be dealt with nationally. 

 
9. Such services will generally be population based and planning should focus on 

benefits to the population with consideration given to reducing inequalities, 
including the impact of geography on access.   

 
10. The Scottish Government is committed to patients being treated as close to home 

as clinically appropriate. The Cabinet Secretary explains, however, that it is not 
possible to deliver more complex treatments, such as those required for cancer, 
in every location. In these cases, Health Boards should ensure that patients can 
be treated elsewhere, and support is available to help patients with travel costs. 

 
11. In her written submission, the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport highlights 

work that the Scottish Government is carrying out to ensure that rural and remote 
communities are being served. This includes— 

 
• enhanced recruitment incentives for rural GP posts in the 2020/21 GP 

contract; 
• the value of relocation packages has been increased and their eligibility 

widened;  
• bursaries for GP Specialty Trainees (GPST) who take up post in remote 

and rural areas or hard-to-fill areas of Scotland;  
• support for the Scottish Rural Medical Collaborative to develop recruitment 

and sustainability measures;  
• a working group, chaired by Sir Lewis Ritchie, which considers how rural 

GP practices can best be supported to deliver the new GP contract; and  
• the NHS Education for Scotland hosted Remote and Rural Healthcare 

Educational Alliance (RRHEAL) which coordinates all healthcare 
education, development and training for all the remote, rural and island 
areas of Scotland. 

 
12. The Cabinet Secretary concludes that the Scottish Government supports, and 

promotes, the fair and reasonable management of remote and rural healthcare 
issues. The Scottish Government does not, however, consider the establishment 
of a separate agency for this purpose to be the most efficient way of delivering 
that outcome. 
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Scottish Rural Health Partnership submission 
 

13. In its written submission, the Scottish Rural Health Partnership (SRHP) argues 
that more research and more awareness of the challenges facing remote and 
rural communities is needed. 

 
14. The organisation states that remote and rural areas face significant demographic 

challenges. The population is not only older than in urban areas, but also ageing 
more quickly.  

 
15. SRHP notes that deprivation is also a challenge, citing issues such as— 

 
• fuel poverty,  
• hidden unemployment,  
• poor access to housing and  
• lack of shops, amenities, healthcare, childcare or digital services. 
 

16. The submission highlights, however, that deprivation is currently identified using 
standardised indices which, when applied across larger areas, can overlook rural 
deprivation. This is because more dispersed remote and isolated rural 
disadvantage can be averaged out by wider more affluent neighbouring zones.  

 
17. The SRHP therefore argues that further work is required to identify a set of 

indicators which may be used to better identify rural deprivation and the 
inequalities within rural communities. 

 
18. To meet the Independent Review of Adult Social Care in Scotland 

recommendation for a national approach to improvement and innovation in social 
care, the organisation also advocates the need for further research in rural and 
remote health and social care in Scotland.  

 
19. Such evidence-based research would provide the Scottish Government with 

insights from the sector, lived experience of communities and patients. It would 
also provide evidence of what works in the rural context for whom and why.  

 
20. The organisation argues that this would provide important information to inform 

models of care on a national basis and key evidence to underlie policy and 
services which are rural-proofed.  

 
21. The SRHP supports the designation of an agency to advocate for the healthcare 

needs of rural Scotland. It states that such an agency could improve 
communication between key organisations and members of the public.  

 
22. The SRHP is of the view that an agency could also help shape the development 

and implementation of rural health policies, strategies, and programmes that are 
effective and contextually appropriate for rural and remote areas. The SRHP 
highlights that there is a need to join actions together with measurable outcomes.  

 

https://www.gov.scot/groups/independent-review-of-adult-social-care/
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23. The SRHP suggests that a parliamentary cross-party group could support the 
agency. 

Other submissions 
 
24. Submissions received from rural GPs, the Rural GP Association of Scotland; 

Karen Murphy, Professor Philip Wilson and Councillor Willie Scobbie highlight 
situations which they believe would have been ameliorated, or even avoided, had 
there been a Rural Health agency or Commissioner to ensure that health boards 
offer ‘fair’ and ‘reasonable’ management of rural and remote healthcare issues. 
 

25. The situations highlighted include— 
 
• Centralising community nursing services; 
• Centralising influenza vaccine procurement;  
• Centralisation of specialist care which has impacted on the ability of 

remote and rural patients to access care; 
• Commissioning outreach secondary care is dependent on the willingness 

of individual consultants; and  
• A failure to understand the reality of living so far from administrative or 

care centres, and the time/cost involved in attending appointments there. 
 
26. In one submission, Dr Jurgen Tittmar states that as economies of scale are not 

possible, there is an unavoidable extra cost of any service delivery to a rural area 
as well as historic underfunding.  
 

27. He notes, however, that in the new GP contract rural General Practice, unlike 
every other rural medical service, no longer has a rural weighting applied to its 
funding. He suggests this change would not have been made had a rural health 
agency or commissioner been in place. 

Petitioner submission 
 
28. The petitioner agrees that NHS boards are responsible for taking account of 

remote and rural needs in local planning. He states, however, that although some 
boards, such as Island health boards, are “necessarily dominated by remote and 
rural thinking”, most are not, as remote and rural issues form a very minor part of 
their overall duty. 

 
29. In these circumstances, “a rural commissioner, such as exists in Australia, would 

act as a useful source of shared expertise and advocacy”. 
 

30. The petitioner believes that there is an absence of information, knowledge and 
experience of both the needs of the rural and remote population, and the impact 
that policies are having on these communities.  

 
31. He argues that without this knowledge, it is impossible for the Cabinet Secretary 

“to achieve effective oversight” of NHS boards. 
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32. Although the petitioner recognises the value of organisations that provide 
planning information, recruitment and education to health boards, he stresses 
that these organisations do not represent patients.  

 
33. He therefore advocates for the development of a small, purely advisory agency to 

represent reasonable community views while being able to take a neutral and 
informed view on health board policies. This would, he believes, ensure policy 
makers understand the issues when formulating policy as well as ensuring 
boards deliver equitably for all sectors of the community. 

 
Action  

34. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take on this petition. 
Options include–  
 
• To continue this petition and include it in its legacy paper for its successor 

Committee, along with a suggestion to seek views from the Remote and 
Rural General Practice Short Life Working Group, chaired by Sir Lewis 
Ritchie, and rural NHS boards; and to write to the Scottish Government to 
request an update on the National Centre for Rural Health.  

• To close the petition under Rule 15.7 of Standing Orders on the basis that 
the Scottish Government does not consider the establishment of a separate 
agency to be the most efficient way of delivering fair and reasonable 
management of remote and rural healthcare; and has put in place measures 
to serve remote and rural communities including— 

o enhanced recruitment incentives and relocation packages for rural GP 
posts;  

o the Remote and Rural General Practice Short Life Working Group, which 
considers how rural GP practices can best be supported to deliver the 
new GP contract;  

o bursaries for GP Specialty Trainees (GPST) who take up post in remote 
and rural areas of Scotland;  

o support for the Scottish Rural Medical Collaborative; and  

o the NHS Education for Scotland hosted Remote and Rural Healthcare 
Educational Alliance (RRHEAL) which coordinates all healthcare 
education, development and training for all the remote, rural and island 
areas of Scotland. 

• To take any other action members consider appropriate. 

 

Clerk to the Committee 
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Annexe  

The following submissions are circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting— 

• PE1845/D: Dr Hal Maxwell submission of 12 January 2021 (10KB pdf) 
• PE1845/E: Karen Murphy submission of 13 January 2021 (59KB pdf) 
• PE1845/F: Dr Jurgen Tittmar submission of 14 January 2021 (65KB pdf) 
• PE1845/G: Councillor Willie Scobie submission of 20 January 2021 (65KB 

pdf) 
• PE1845/H: Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport submission of 28 January 

2021 (91KB pdf) 
• PE1845/I: Dr. Angela Armstrong submission of 3 February 2021 (76KB pdf) 
• PE1845/J: Professor Philip Wilson submission of 4 February 2021 (87KB 

pdf) 
• PE1845/K: Petitioner submission of 8 February 2021 (74KB pdf) 
• PE1845/L: Rural GP Association of Scotland submission of 12 February 

2021 (57KB pdf) 
• PE1845/M: Scottish Rural Health Partnership submission of 12 February 

2021 (95KB pdf)  
 

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage. 

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_D.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_D.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_E.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_E.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_F.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_F.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_G.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_G.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_H.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_H.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_I.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_J.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_J.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_K.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_K.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_L.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_L.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_M.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1845_M.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/PE01845
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Public Petitions Committee 

6th Meeting, 2021 (Session 5) 

Wednesday, 10 March 2021 

PE1848: Allow snooker and pool venues to open in more tiers 

Note by the Clerk 

Petitioner Paul Marinello 

Petition 
summary 

Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government 
to allow snooker and pool venues to open at all levels of the five-tier 
system of coronavirus restrictions, except tier 4. 

Webpage parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/Reopensnookerandpool 

 

Introduction 

1. This is a continued petition, last considered on 13 January 2021. At that meeting, 
the Committee agreed to write to the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Sport.  

 
2. A response has been received from the Minister for Public Health and Sport.  

Responses have also been received from Scottish Snooker and the petitioner. 
 

3. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take. 
 

Committee consideration 

4. At its meeting on 13 January 2021, the Committee agreed to write to the Cabinet 
Secretary for Health and Sport to highlight concerns raised by both the petitioner 
and Snooker Scotland. This included concerns that the assessment made for the 
operation of snooker and pool halls during the pandemic is based on incorrect 
information and that further delays to re-opening could result in many organisations 
closing for good. 

 
5. In her written submission, the Minister for Public Health and Sport explains that 

decisions on what sectors and activities to re-open are guided by the principles 
set out in the Scottish Government’s Framework for Decision Making. The 
Minister then explains that proposals are assessed in terms of the benefits and 
harms to health, the economy and broader society to minimise overall harm and 
ensure transmission of the virus continues to be suppressed.   

 
6. The Minister acknowledges the points made by the Committee in its letter, 

“particularly in relation to the comparison with other non-contact sports and the 
further information provided on the operation of snooker and pool halls”. The 
Minister advises she will look to ensure they are considered in a further review of 
the Strategic Framework. 

http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/Reopensnookerandpool
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7. With regard to financial support available for snooker and pool venues, the 
Minister states that she is acutely aware of the financial pressures the restrictions 
are placing on organisations. The Minister explains that the Scottish Government 
has worked closely with the UK Government and private and public sector 
partners to develop a range of support for businesses which can be found on Find 
Business Support. This website provides information on a range of support 
packages available to businesses who may be required to close by law, or 
significantly change operations due to Covid-19 restrictions.

8. The Minister also details work that has been conducted with sportscotland to 
understand their specific circumstances in supporting community sport to mitigate 
the impact of Covid-19. The Minister provides a link to the sportscotland website 
where further information on the various funding streams is available.

9. The submission concludes with the Minister confirming that the Scottish 
Government wants all sectors, including snooker and pool halls to open as soon 
as it is possible to do so.

10.  In response to the Minister’s commitment to ensure the operation of snooker 
and pool halls are taken into account when the Strategic Framework is next 
reviewed, Snooker Scotland raise concerns. Snooker Scotland state it has 
‘constantly been told’ that their points ‘would be looked at’ but to their knowledge 
no changes have been made to the levels assigned to businesses and sports in 
this framework since October 2020.

11.  The submission also states that sportscotland has indicated that it is not within 
its remit to review the lockdown levels allocated to snooker and therefore it 
requires a Scottish Government review for this change to be effected. The 
submission requests that snooker is considered alongside other indoor non-
contact sports, which it currently is not. It requests a change is made to allow 
snooker halls to open in tiers 1 to 3 as previous issues with regard to social 
distancing and ventilation have been addressed.

12.  In his submission, the petitioner welcomes the commitment the Minister has made 
to review the Strategic Framework. The petitioner raises the issue however that 
the Scottish Government has confirmed that the current framework will be used as 
the basis for the exit strategy from lockdown. The petitioner highlights the 
importance of snooker and pool halls being placed in the correct tier when the exit 
strategy is agreed.

13.  The petitioner also stresses that the impact of not being able to open in tier 3 
may result in the closure of many snooker and pool businesses. In 
addition, the petitioner highlights that, taking into account all submissions 
received for this petition, and the fact it is a non-contact sport, it would be 
reasonable to assess that snooker is no less safe than any other non-contact 
indoor sport. The submission also highlights that a resumption of services would 
ease the financial burden on both the businesses themselves and the Treasury.

https://findbusinesssupport.gov.scot/coronavirus-advice
https://sportscotland.org.uk/covid-19/support-for-clubs-and-community-sport-organisations/
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Action  

14. The Committee is invited to consider what action it wishes to take on this petition. 
Options include–  
 

• To close the petition under Rule 15.7 of Standing Orders on the basis that 
the Scottish Government has outlined its commitment to consider the 
points raised by the petition in a further review of its Coronavirus (Covid-
19): Strategic Framework and there is support available to businesses 
required to close by law, or significantly change operations due to Covid-19 
restrictions.  

 
• To continue this petition and include it in its legacy paper for its successor 

Committee, along with the suggestion to monitor the outcome of the 
review of the Strategic Framework.  

 
• To take any other action members consider appropriate. 

Clerk to the Committee 

 

Annexe  

The following submission was circulated in connection with consideration of the 
petition at this meeting— 

• PE1848/F: Minister for Public Health and Sport submission of 17 February 
2021 (15KB pdf) 

• PE1848/G: Petitioner submission of 4 March 2021 (82KB pdf) 
• PE1848/H: Scottish Snooker submission of 4 March 2021 (61KB pdf) 

All written submissions received on the petition can be viewed on the petition 
webpage.  

 

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1848_F(2).pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1848_F(2).pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1848_G.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202021/PE1848_H.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/GettingInvolved/Petitions/Reopensnookerandpool
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